State University Revue, World Of Make-Believe

"Carnival," the State University Revue's newest production in scholarship to open this week to ticket sales predicated to be a very full house. With a cast and production staff composed entirely of students, the Revue is staging the musical comedy at 8:00 p.m., in Page Hall.

"Carnival" is a show which presents the worlds of make-believe in perspective. Lilli (Carla Pinelli), the leading character, begins with a childhood, pop-ulah, polyvalent concept of the world.

The show is a dual and varied line-up of dance, comedy, and song. The performance by the production staff is staged by the Schuster-Hamilton Community Theatre.

Today Last Day For Nominations

Today is the last day to file nominations for Candidate council and Living Area Affairs. Nominations must be submitted to the office of the First Union Center.

 needs to be Picked
For "MadamPelle"

Four Alpha Xi Delta will have the opportunity to be involved in the production. All of the ladies must arrive before 5:00 p.m. The event will be held in the Student Center and is sponsored by Mademoiselle.

W. S. Photos to Feature

"Senior Cindy," the residence hall newsletter of the office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, is now on sale. It includes articles, interviews, and photos of the residents of the residence halls.
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**Three Investigators Study Tone Sensation**

A team of three investigators, Professor Haas, Dr. Brown, and Dr. Klein, conducted a study on the effects of tone vibration on the human body. The study involved testing four subjects who were asked to perform a series of exercises while being subjected to various tones. The results indicated that there is a significant difference in the way individuals respond to different tones, with some showing a higher level of sensitivity than others. The study has implications for future research in the field of auditory stimulation.

**Knock!**

The door was knocked on twice by a student, who seemed to be in a hurry. The student was wearing a suit and carrying a briefcase. He appeared to be in a rush and was looking for someone. The student explained that he had an important meeting to attend and needed to get to his destination as soon as possible. The door was opened by a faculty member, who welcomed the student and directed him to his destination.

**Grollin: To Play Breed**

In Next Galaxy Show

The Galaxy Players will present a production of "The Scientific Revolution" at the campus theater. The production will feature a talented cast of performers and will be directed by Professor Johnson. The performance will take place on Friday, April 21, at 8 p.m.

**Beer Party Tonight**

The Galaxy Players will host a beer party tonight at 8 p.m. in the student center. The event is open to all students and will feature music, drinks, and a lively atmosphere. All students are encouraged to attend and enjoy the evening.

**swing Unlimited**

A special offer is available for those who purchase tickets to the Galaxy Players' upcoming production. Tickets are available for $25 and include a private screening of the show at the student center. This offer is limited to the first 100 students who purchase tickets and will expire on April 21.

**Notice**

The management of the Galaxy Players has announced that there will be no refunds or exchanges for tickets to the production. All purchases are final and no exceptions will be made.
THIS BANNER clearly indicates the position of this group as they prepare to raise it for display above their heads.

COLLEGE STUDENTS carried banners from their schools as well as campus banners telling the rest of the world why they were demonstrating in New York City last Saturday.

INTENT LOOKS can be seen on these faces as students concentrate on demonstrating for a cause in which they believe.

THE BANNER for the Class of 1969 formed the background for the Levin' Spoonful concert Friday night since the concert was presented by the Council for Contemporary Music and as part of Sophomore Weekend.

THE DRUMMER of the Levin' Spoonful plays his part in presenting the musical sound of the group.

DANNY KALB, leader of the Blues Project, appears to be concentrating on one of his songs during their performance Sunday.
COMMUNICATIONS

Condemns Photos

To the Editor:

Still in the A.D.P. for refusing old, indecent negatives, and again suspects, this long overdue letter is written to you. It has been long overdue. You say you've got the right. I say you've got the wrong. I have been stung by the greasy flaps and the scum of society. I want you to know that I will not be hurt. You may take the picture and show it to the world, but it will not make me break into a sweat in a moment's notice because I am afraid to say that I am not a member of the A.D.P. I am not frightened by the threat of being kicked out of the A.D.P. I am not afraid of the negative. I am not afraid of the A.D.P. I am not afraid of the world. I am not afraid of anything. I am not a member of the A.D.P. I am a member of the A.D.P. I am a member of the A.D.P. I am a member of the A.D.P.

The Editor

Art Work Stolen

To the Editor:

It is time to bring to the attention of all the Campus the loss of a piece of art which was stolen from the Campus Center last week. The piece was a lithograph by Tom Stahl, a well-known artist. The Campus Center is a high-end building and the theft is considered serious. Please be on the lookout for any suspicious activities around the Campus Center. Thank you for your cooperation.

The Editor

Under the Counter Intelligence

"It is with sorrow that I must report the theft of a valuable item from the Campus Store. The item, a rare antique vase, was taken without the knowledge of the staff. The Campus Store is asking for your help in locating the thief. Please report any suspicious activity to the Campus Security Department.

The Manager of the Campus Store

Jazz Review

"The Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Jazz Orchestra is currently playing on campus. The band is known for their innovative approach to jazz and their ability to adapt to various styles of music. The performance tonight will feature a mix of original compositions and popular standards.

The Reviewer

Fourth Time Around

"I have been to the Blues Project twice before, but this time will be different. I have learned from my past experiences and am ready to enjoy the show. I am looking forward to hearing the band's new material and seeing how they have evolved over the years.

The Reviewer
Great Danes To Host R.P.I. at 3
Face St. Johns Indians Tomorrow
by Dune Wines

The Albany State baseball squad will open its home schedule today at 3 p.m. on Old Campus field. This is the first game in 10 years and the team will be looking to make a good showing.

Unfortunately, we cannot say the same of what will follow. The team will face R.P.I. in its first game of the season. The Engineers have been a disappointment for the past several years, and many are predicting a loss for the Danes.

Mrs. Egleston has improved considerably. As he is chairman of MYSKANIA and represented Potter Club In football, Sports Editor Turned Golf er the opposition. Actually, it is not so striken when the best pitching in the world, but if you can't score, in the area.

which have been for extra bases, which goes to show This could have disastrous effects over the season which have been for extra bases, which goes to show This could have disastrous effects over the season

have accumulated a grand total of 12 hits, two of

blow a booming 425 foot last over the center field of Fairleigh Dickinson and

and screw ball successfully. Defensively, it should

Oswego.

Tom Plotrowski, who threw well

and screw ball successfully. Defensively, it should

Captain Andy Christian at third,

Burlingame has enjoyed over the visitors' from across

the Hudson since he came to Albany eight years ago.

The first home game will be on May 1 against

Staten Island again at 3 p.m.
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